
@sunonfurniture          www.sunonglobal.com          info@isunon.com

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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D-1

When comparing office spaces with nature islands, you 
may find the similarity: each of them is independent and 
interdependent to another thus forming a whole and 
diverse system. D1 sofa series includes screen, sofa, 
training table, and stool units for free combinations, 
helping create integrated office environment for co-
working, negotiation, learning, socializing, and relaxation.

WE PUT
FUN INTO 
FUNCTION

"

"

LEISURE SEATING

D1

02



Inspiring 
"Islands" in

Your Offices 
"Islands" that Empower Cross-team Collaboration
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D - 1

The high backrest is designed with a stitch-
segmented contact side with internal car seat 
snap joint to implement ergonomic stability and 
vividness in vision; Flexible modular units can be 
put together to form diverse combinations; Beveling 
armrests give natural and sufficient support to your 
arms, making you comfortable during reading.

Tea table with rounded corner expands 
the smoothness of the sofa module. USB 
interfaces and wireless charging are 
equipped to meet power supply needs.

Delicate Stitches for Stereo Shape

User-friendly Details
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Open and private spaces with different accessories are created for 
different tasks. Corporate office environment becomes more flexible 
and multifunctional with D1 modular units.

Inspiring "Island" for Brainstorming
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Inspiration
Trigger

Breaking the dullness of conventional 
modular furniture, D1 sofa series is 
designed with artistic elements . 

Smooth lines and plump shape make it look
like a candy. 9 configurations are available 
for your free design.

Stylish and Energetic

D1 series Modular sofa
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Sweet
Doughnuts

D1 stools can be combined to form a circular set. One 
may be switched to a tea table of the same shape 
with USB and wireless charging to make the set more 
functional. Such creation brings inspiration and fun to 
your offices.

Sweet Doughnuts
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Sit on D1 sofas and absorb knowledge with relaxed mind and 
gestures. The "Island" configuration including one/two/three-seat 
sofas breaks the communication baffle so everyone can be seen 
and heard. The mobility white board records every pop-up ideas. 
Small stools can be added or removed to adapt to more or less 
participants. Flexible, cozy, and convenient.

Training "Island", Cozy Learning
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Comfort
Aftertaste

Quality setting sponge is padded based on the larch wood frame, and 
the surface fabric upholstery is elastic and soft, together making the 
sofa highly resilient and comfortable to sit. Natural grey and blue 
colors create a refreshing atmosphere to the negotiation space.

Negotiation "Island", Puffy and Soft
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Colors Have 
Different Tones

The short and round stool is inspired by the 
delicious macarons, adding more fun and taste to 
spaces. The open handle makes it easy to lift and 
move around.

Artistic Round Stool for Higher Mobility
The upper band includes an open handle for 
placing paper material. Available in 7 colors, 
spaces can also speak different tones. 

User-friendly Band Design

D1 series Candy stool
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The high screen-style backrest offers you 
comfortable leaning while ensuring privacy. 
Thinking by yourself or taking a noon nap here, 
you can easily freshen up with new ideas. This 
sofa set is also suitable for a sweet tea break.

Quite "Island", Chill Your Mind

"ENJOY 
A COZY AND 
REFRESHING

MOMENT"

A COZY AND 
REFRESHING

MOMENT"

D1

LEISURE SEATING
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Release your mind, release innovative ideas. You may 
sit here with a relaxed gesture to release the working 
tension on your mind and body. The unique U-shaped 
section and color matches inside out give you all-
round mental and physical comfort.

Island
For Reading

" "

"Island" for Immersed Reading Space
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This is the reception space which we can call it "a style". Comfort and 
privacy are provided to the maximum extent. Program discussion with 
clients in such place is more close and smooth, and output from both sides 
can be obtained efficiently.

Reception "Island", Welcome to D1
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Flexibility of a workplace is like the eco-system of an 
island: with different natural elements to make it vibrant 
and rich. D series includes screens, tables, seatings, 
and other office facilities, which integrate working, 
communication, leisure and other working modes 
harmoniously, providing a healthy office ecosystem. 

"INSPIRATION 
COMES OF 
WORKING 

EVERY DAY."

D1

WORKSTATION
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1200mm-high panel screen with acoustic material surrounding the desk helps 
build an individual working space where you are freed from visual and sound 
interference. 

How to balance me-working and co-working? A screen in the middle let users 
flexibly switch between focused work and discussion with a partner beside. 
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Be there when you need a time off. A leisure unit 
built with D series products: a single sofa with high 
backrest, a panel screen, and a matching table top. 
Relaxing/reading/working/resting here when users 
need a time alone would be a perfect choice.

Leisure zone

Office
Leisure Zone
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Island
Phone booth

Booth "Island", Interference-free Talk

" "
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One of the table feet can be equipped with a U-shaped 
truck for managing cords and wires under the table, 
leaving more safe and neat knee space.

The base is as steady as a rock.

Screen with a pencil box base 
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Colorful and puffy D-series ottomans help relax 
working tension, and e-training board with casters 
can be easily moved around and be used for hand 
writing, together creating a cozier innovation-driven 
training and brainstorming space.

The e-training board from D series is designed to 
serve as a holder of a multimedia display screen. 
Course training, presentations, online video 
meetings for teams can happen here with a further 
matching table and chairs. 

Ideas puff out

E-face-to-face experience
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D series includes colorful benches which turn out 
to be the most sharing and welcoming items in 
the office. Staffs are closer by sitting next to each 
other on the bench, which also increased the space 
utilization. 

Colorful Bench
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A BENCH AND ABOVE
ARTIST AND MODERN SHAPE 
FORMED BY WOOD AND STEEL 
AS ITS STRUCTURE AND 
UPHOLSTERED SPONGE CUSHION 
OFFERING COMFORTABLE 
SITTING EXPERIENCE .
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D series, generated for inspiring, interesting, and cozy 
working experience, combines and separates focused 
work and collaborations in a harmonious form, offering 
versatile options to various tasks. 

A Space that Knows You.
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D-2

SEA
"ISLAND"
JOURNEY

AHEAD

D2

What would it be like if we can only sit and enjoy leisure of a sea 
island tour? Sit here on D2 sofa, and it will show you the way.

48



The designer shapes D2 sofa set into the natural profile of sea islands, 
making the sofa set itself look like a troop of islands yet bringing 
aesthetic, modern, and well-proportioned charms to spaces. Unveil it as a 
perfect match to grandentries, VIP negotiation areas, art galleries, high-
end hotels… Communication in such spaces is a certain treat to your body 
and mind.

Artistic Islands—D2 sofa set
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Artistic Island
concise and

New sofa 

smooth

D2 innovatively introduced a wide array of seating shapes 
to enable the 1+N k inds of combinat ions ,  c reat ing a 
relaxing, free and flexible space that is shared by all. 

Back-sharing island Low-back island Backless island Bench island Stool island
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D series gets its inspiration from lush mountains, lucid waters, 
exuberant maple leaves, crystal blue sky, solemn dark nights… 
Chosen EPU leather and elastic hemp make every touch a pleasure.

Colors from Nature
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Aesthetic
Like A Work of Art
Your stay on these "islands" might be fleeting, but is 
guaranteed to be unforgettable. D2 sofa set, a journey to 
new sitting experience and futuristic spaces.
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The high-strength steel frame inside the backrest and 
a solid wood frame shaping the seat combine into the 
overall firm and supportive sofa structure. Soft and 
elastic sponge is padded to imitate the sand beach sitting 
experience. The loop-shaped bottom wooden stand is 
also effective in skid and moist resistance. Natural beauty 
as it possesses, techniques hold it longer-lasting.

High-density foam is chosen to distribute the weight. 
And the cushions will not flatten or clump over time.

With Shape from Nature and Scientific Techniques

Smooth & Supple
TOUCH
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A curated list of options allows people to 
maintain a sense of autonomy. Low back/ 
no-back lounge seating and stools putting 
together or used solely display more 
possibilities of spaces. 

Multiple Backrest Options
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"PRESENT
AN 

EXTRAORDINARY
TASTE"

D3

"PRESENT
AN 

EXTRAORDINARY
TASTE"

LEISURE SOFA

D3 lounge chair, with its shape inspired by free-swimming 
conches, brings artistic atmosphere to your spaces. 

D-364



The whorl pattern is the featured design element of D3 lounge chairs, 
which represents the idea of liveliness and vitality we wish to bring to 
offices. Space characters as it enriches, sitting experience on the lounge 
chair is also improved. You may invite friends and partners to have free-
topic talks here with relaxed gestures. Physical comfort helps release 
imagination and creativity. 

Caring Island—D3 sofa set
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Everyone needs a showoff time in certain life 
stages. D2 lounge chair, with its understated 
fashion, appear as a nonverbal symbol of your 
privileged identity.

High Backrest, A Touch of Luxury
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Precise cutting of padded sponge and calibration of 
each stitch ensure perfect shape and strength of the 
chair. Segments proportioned based on ergonomics 
distributes sufficient contact space to give effective 
support to your back and waist. Relaxing here is a 
good choice for you to refresh.

Well-proportioned Segments, 
Support Lumbar and Back

Craft 
Elegance
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We can release our individuality more fully when 
we are alone. D3 medium height lounge chair 
endows just-right elegance to the space to flow 
with your unique personality .

Medium Backrest, Just-right Elegance
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The three-finger wide pinholed leather is spliced on 
the seat edge to enhance durability and add another 
highlight to the chair, artistic and air-permeable. 
Danmark-imported KU fabric with good dimension 
stability ensures smooth surface with high resilience 
and effective moist resistance. Double material, 
double enjoyment.

Spliced Leather, Double Enjoyment

A Treat 
to Your Skin
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With no block of sight, you can turn to any side 
and share your opinion and ideas in a more free 
and easy way. The smooth appearance and 
swivel mechanism are integrated into a small 
size, offering you comfort in any spaces.

Low Backrest, Free Communication
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Extended aerospace steel frame ensures firmness 
and loadbearing of the chair base; setting cotton 
provides more comfort; Matte paint four-star 
aluminum alloy feet, free you from the footprint 
bother; swivel mechanism is designed for more 
flexible use; Oblique egg-shell backrest is more 
supportive to your arm and elbow when changing 
between gestures.

Outstanding Details Inside out
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Home can always be nicer if you allow it. The 
delicate low backrest expanded to the ground 
looks more stable and supportive. Sit on D3 
lounge chair and bath in sunlight, a cozy and 
lazy moment makes your day better.

A Certain Treat to Your Home
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In offices, at home, or in any places you might 
be, once you decide to sit, D3 sofa can serve 
as a comfort provider, space delighter, and 
personality reflector. 

Visual 
and Tactile
Elegance
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Like waves kissing the island,
stars smiling at the sea,
and sunlight blinking at trees.
Forests, gardens, canyons, oceans…
All beautiful elements of the natural world gather here. 

ENJOY
THE

BEAUTY OF
NATURE

D7
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V
ibrant and Varied

 

Crafted based on the shape of an exclamation 
mark, D series becomes a special refuge from 
the strains of modern living. The verdant color 
symbolizes strong vitality, encouraging people 
working here to embrace more challenges. 
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The evening sunlight is gliding the tip of the hill and 
shedding its rosy rays on the rippling water. The 
ingenious mix of amber orange and cloud white 
reminds people of the cloud waves drifting through 
the golden evening mist.
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Unlimited Landscape
The modular design of D series provides a relaxing space for 
people to chat up, take a sip of coffee, meet friends or join in 
group activities. A lot of opportunities are unfolding on this 
island. 
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Dynamic curves are applied to create a solution 
that is elegant in its simplicity. People can be 
engaged in both face-to-face communication 
and private concentration. It is a timeless design 
that’s always in season. 
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The interaction with nature endows D series 
with a rich of interpretations of art. 
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ST30.1.MR
W730*D710*H460(mm)

ST37.2.MR
W1620*D810*H800(mm)

ST32.LA.MR
W750*D690*H800(mm)

ST39.1.MR.DW
W620*D840*H1610(mm)

ST33.LA.MR
W750*D690*H1200(mm)

DD61R.120060
W1200*D600*H750(mm)

DD64.120055
W1200*D550*H1100(mm)
DD64.140055
W1400*D550*H1100(mm)
DD64.160055
W1600*D550*H1100(mm)
DD64.180055
W1800*D550*H1100(mm)

DD72.128058
W1280*D580*H1800(mm)

DD73.128058
W1280*D580*H1800(mm)

DD74.229128
W2297*D1280*H1800(mm)

ST36.1.MR
W450*D450*H480(mm)

ST31.1.MR
W650*D710*H460(mm)

ST37.3.MR
W2310*D810*H800(mm)

ST32.1.MR
W880*D690*H800(mm)

ST39.1.MR.GW
W620*D840*H2010(mm)

ST40
W450*D200*H170(mm)

ST34.QI.MR
W710*D680*H350(mm)

DD61L.120060
W1200*D600*H750(mm)

ST36.1.MR.X
W450*D800*H680(mm)

ST32.NA.MR
W650*D690*H800(mm)

ST38.1.MR
W1010*D810*H1540(mm)

ST33.NA.MR
W650*D690*H1200(mm)

ST34.1.MR
W710*D680*H350(mm)

DD62.023001
W230*D15*H8.5(mm)

ST37.1.MR
W960*D810*H800(mm)

ST32.RA.MR
W750*D690*H800(mm)

ST41.L.MR
W1290*D620*H1800(mm)

ST41.R.MR
W1290*D620*H1800(mm)

ST42.L.MR
W1290*D620*H1200(mm)

ST38.2.MR
W1660*D810*H1540(mm)

ST33.RA.MR
W750*D690*H1200(mm)

ST35.QI.MR
W640*D720*H350(mm)

DD63.160070
W1600*D700*H750(mm)

ST35.1.MR
W640*D720*H350(mm)

D1 D1

ST42.R.MR
W1290*D620*H1200(mm)

ST43.MR
W720*D210*H1200(mm)

ST45.MR
W370*D120*H450(R=160)(mm)

ST46.MR
W420*D120*H450(R=180)(mm)

ST47.MR
W150*D180*H22(mm)

DD82.090020
W900*D200*H168(mm)

DD83L.050040
W500*D400*H168(mm)

DD83R.050040
W500*D400*H168(mm)

DD81.045020
W450*D200*H168(mm)

SD35.2.MR.G
W1120*D270*H740(mm)

SD35.2.MR
W1120*D270*H440(mm)

SD35.1.MR.G
W520*D270*H740(mm)

SD35.1.MR
W520*D270*H440(mm)

SM-PC

Tabletop

shelf panel

Tabletop Base steel tube/Corbel

SM-PC27B SM-PC51B SM-PC60B SM-PC62B SM-PC83B

W-25B

SM-PC11B SM-PC21B

S-57 S-54 BlackS-77

Bench feet

E-09E-13 E-14 E-10

Material

Specification Specification
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D3

SM-PC

EPU 

TPH-EPU21TTPH-EPU11T TPH-EPU14T

SM-PC27B SM-PC51B SM-PC60B SM-PC62B SM-PC83BSM-PC11B SM-PC21B

Material

SG33.1.MR
W780*D730*H750(mm)

SG33.1.YR
W780*D730*H750(mm)

SG34.1.YR
W780*D770*H940(mm)

SG35.1.YR
W780*D820*H1130(mm)

SG36.1.YR
W780*D730*H740(mm)

SG34.1.MR
W780*D770*H940(mm)

SG35.1.MR
W780*D820*H1130(mm)

SG36.1.MR
W780*D730*H740(mm)

SM-KU

SM-SF

TP-NP

SM-KU62B SM-KU82B

SM-SF35B SM-SF65B

TP-NP14H TP-NP21H TP-NP22H

SM-KU22B

TP-NP11H

SM-KU30B

SM-SF27B SM-SF50BSM-SF29B SM-SF62BSM-SF42B SM-SF80B SM-SF81B

Material

SD39.4.MR
W3600*D1500*H870(mm)

SD39.4.EPU
W3600*D1500*H870(mm)

SD38.3.MR
W2300*D1300*H430(mm)

SD34.1.MR
W650*D550*H430(mm)

SD34.1.EPU
W650*D550*H430(mm)

ST38.3.EPU
W2300*D1300*H430(mm)

SD34.2.MR
W1780*D620*H430(mm)

SD34.2.EPU
W1780*D620*H430(mm)

SD38.2.MR
W1700*D1300*H430(mm)

SD36.3.MR
W2350*D930*H430(mm)

SD37.3.MR
W2350*D960*H820(mm)

SD36.3.EPU
W2350*D930*H430(mm)

SD37.3.EPU
W2350*D960*H820(mm)

D2

D7

ST38.2.EPU
W1700*D1300*H430(mm)

Specification Specification

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.
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